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Abstract. Two new proofs of the fact that proper left-recursive grammars can be covered by 
non-left-recursive grammars are presented. The first proof is based on a simple trick inspired by 
the over ten-year-old idea that semantic Information hanged on tkc: productions can be carried 
along in the transformations. The second proof involves a new method for eliminating kft 
recursion from a proper context-free grammar in such a way thyr the covering grammar is 
obtained directly. 
1. Introduction 
In a recent paper ,__ ‘51, Nijholt pointed out that some conjectures expressed in [l] 
and [3] on the elimination of left recursion from context-free grammars are not 
valid: Nijholt [S] gave an algorithm that removes left recursion from proper 
context-free grammars in such a way that the resulting grammar right covers the 
original grammar; i.e. the right parses in the original grammar are homomorphic 
images of the right parses in the resulting grammar without left recursion” In 
addition, since the motivation of the elimination of left recursion is that simple 
tog-down parsing algorithms do not tolerate left recursion, Nijholt [ 51 proved by an 
additional transformation that left-recursive proper grammars can be, as he says, 
l$t-to-right covered by non-left-recursive grammars; i.e. a grammar can be con- / 
sfructed from a given left-recursive proper grammar such that the right parses in 
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2, simple trick inspired by the over ten-year-old idea that semantic information 
hanged on thi: productions can be carried along in the transformations [4], set: also 
121. In addition, we demonstrate that left recursion can alternatively be eliminated 
by a general grammatical transformation originally defined in [7] (see also [6]) 
where it was characterized :by iti ability to yield LL(R) grammars. We then show 
that this alternative method produces a non-left-recursive grammar which left-to- 
right covers the original grammar, and also that the resulting grammar csntains r o 
two productions of the form A + cr/3l and A + a&, where (Y differs from the empty 
stricg. This latter property means that left factoring (see e.g. [l]) the resulting 
grammar does not change it. Thus there is reason to believe that this new 
trar;sformation, in addition to the desired covering properties, has the effect 
of both eiiminating left recursion and left factoring, which have been the major 
methods in transforming r;t.mmars into the appropriate form for simple top-down 
parsing. 
2. Background 
In this section we shall briefly review the basic notions of grammars and gram- 
matical covering. We mainly follow the treatment of [l]. 
A quadruple G = (N, 2, P, S) is a (context-free) grammar, if N and 2 are finite 
disjoint sets, P is a finite subset of N X (N u C), and S is in N. Elements of the set N 
are called nonterminals and are denoted by A, B and S. Elements of the set C are 
called terminals and are denoted by a and 6. In particular, the symbols X, Y and Z 
denote elements of the set EJ ~2. The elements (A, a) of P’ are called productio:rs 
and are denoted by A + cy. By A --) a&xzl* l l I cy,, we denote the n productions 
A-wIQ,A+cY~,.. . , A + CY~. The symbol S is called the start symbol. 
Terminal strings, i.e. strings over C are denoted by x, y and z, whereas the small 
Greek letters cy, fl, . . . , o denote strings over N u 25 In particular, the empty string 
is denoted by E. We use the symbol 3 to represent the relation {(aA& c&B): cy, p E 
(_!! ulQ* and (A, 6)~ P) on (N u Z)*. In particular, the subrelations 
((x&8, ~8p): x E Z*, fi E (N ~25)” and (A, 6;) E P} nnd {(aAx, &x):ar E (N u 2)*, 
XEC” and (A, 8)~ P} are denoted by +Q_ and =>. R, respectively. The reflexive 
transitive closures of 3, $Q_ and +R are denc:lted by +*, 3: and + R*, 
respectively, while the transitive closures are written + ‘, + t, and 3 & The 
langblage generate(d by the grammar G, denoted L(G), is the set {x E C* : S 3 * x}. 
A sequence r of p&ductions is called a left parse of y from p in the grammar G, 
if eithe;_ 7r = E and/ = 6, or if there exist a string xAa, a production A + S j;f G and 
a sequence 7~’ o$-‘productions such that XAQ =S&CY = y, T = T’(A, 6) and 7~’ is a 
left parse of :#‘a from p. Correspondingly, asequence 7~ of productions ia called a 
right parse o,% y to p in G, if either n = E and y = p, or if there exist a string cuAx, a 
troductior,‘A + 6 of G and a sequence n’ of productions uch that aAx +&jx = 
Y, rr = (-4: 8)7~’ and ;rr is a right parse of aAx to p. 
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Let G1 = (N1, C, Pi, &) as;ld G:! = (Nz, 2, Pz, SZ) be grammars, and let ti be a 
homomorphism from Pz to PI. We say that Gz right covers G1 with respect to the 
homo,morphism h, if the following condition holds: There is in G1 a right parse w of 
a terminal string x to Si if ~4 only if there is in G2 a right parse 7~=’ of x to S2 such tki 
h(+) = V. 
If, in this condition, &‘right parse 7~’ of x to &” is replaced by “left parse 7r’ of x 
from S2)‘, then this condition implies that G2 left-to -r&h? covers G1 with respect o 
the homomorphism h. Note that if G2 right covers or left-to-right covers G1 then 
UGi) = UG2). .p 
Let G = (N, C, P, S) be a grammar. If for each X in ?V u 2, !i”,* xX2 =+* ~yt for 
some xyz in C*, then G is said to be reduced; in the sequel w& consider only 
reduced grammars. If P contains no production of the form A + E, then G is said to 
be E-free. In addition, G is said to be proper, if it is reduced, E-free and A ++A for 
no A in N. The grammar G is left-recursive if it htas a nonterminal A, called a 
left-recursive nonterminal, such that .A =$ Acu for some Q. 
3. A simple proof of the covering of left-recursive grammars 
In this section we shall give a simple proof of the fact that a proper left-recursive 
grammar can be both right covered and left-to-right covered by a non-left-recursive 
grammar. The idea in the proof is that, given a proper grammar, we construct a new 
grammar such that at the end of the right-hand side of each production a new 
terminal is added as an identification of the production. It is easy to show that the 
set of sentences generated by the new grammar contains for each x generated by 
the original grammar and for each right parse w of x exactly one string of the forill 
x17rlx2772 9 l l x,,vrr where ~1x2 l l l xn -= x and 71n1 972 l l n n-, = T. The standard 
algorithm for th:e elimination of left recursion (e.g. [l, p. 1551) is then applied to 
this new grammar. The resulting grammar generates the same language as the 
grammar from Iwhich left recursion is eliminated, and thus the desired covering 
grammar is obtained by changing those terminals of the resulting grammar that 
identify productions (of the original gralmmar) into nonterminals that derive only 
the empty string, Note that the properness of the original grammar implies that this 
final modification does not affect the non-le.ft-recursiveness of the grammar. 
We now formalize thle above discussion. Let G1 = (Nl, C, PI, &jr be a proper 
left-recursive gp:ammar, and let G; z=(JV1,XuP1,Pi,S1) where Pi is {A+ 
cu(A, (w): A + Q! is in PI}. The following lemma relates the grammars G1 and G ; in 
terms of right parses in the grammar G1. 
Lemma 3.1. There is a right parse w of a terminal string x to a nonterminar’ A in the 
grammar G1 if and only if in Gi 
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Proof. A straightforward induction on the length of r. 
Let G2 = (IV*, Z u PI, Pz, &) be the grammar obtained from G; by the standard 
algorithm for eliminating left recursion (e.g. [ 1, p. 155]), and let Gi = 
(I& u PI, C, Pi, Sz) where the set P$ is P2 u {(A, (Y)+ E :A -) cy is in PI}. Cor- 
responding to Lemma 3.1 as regards the grammars Gr and G 1, we relate Gi and 
G2 to each other in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. There is a right (resp. left) parse 7~ of a terminal striing x to a nonterminal 
A in the grammar G$ if and only if there is in L(Gz) a string ~71x2 IT? 9 8 9 x,,n,, such 
&hat x1x2 l l l xn =x and ~i~I~i~2 l l - &r,, = II- where I&T; 9 l 9 VT; is a right (resp. 
left) parse of x13rIx23r2 - l l XJT,, to A in the grammar G2. 
roof. A straightforward induction on the length of rr. 
Then let h be a homomorphism from the set P; consisting of the nonterminals of 
G; to the set PI consisting of the nonterminals of Gr defined by the conditions 
h((A,a)+~)=A+a andh(B+)= E for B + fl in P2. Using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
*we can prove that the grammar Gi both right covers and left-to-right covers the 
grammar Gr with respect o the homomorphism h. 
Lemma 3.3. The gra,mmar G; = (N2 v PI, C, Pi, $1 right covers the grammar G1 = 
(N1, 25, PI, S,) with respect to the homomorphism h. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 there is a right parse 7~ of a terminal string x to the start 
symbol S2 in the grammar G 4 if and only if there is in L(G2) a string 
x1771x277-J l l l xnnn such that ~1x2. l l xn = x and rirrr$n2 9 l l ?r& = IT where 
7ri?r$ l w l nk is a right parse of xr7rlx27r2 l . 8 x,n,, to S2 in the grammar G2. Since 
h(r)= 7t17r2 8 l l IT,, and L(G2) = L(G i), we may thus conclude by Lemma 3.1 that 
G$ right covers Gl, as desired. 
Similarly, we obtain from Lemma 3.2 the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4,. The grammar G; left-to-right covers the grammar G1 = (Nl, C, PI, S1) 
with r:?spect to the homomorphism h. 
The algorithm for eliminating left recursion from proper context-free grammars 
(e.g. [ 1, p. 1551) includes only steps where 
(i) productions of the form A+&IQ( l l l IAa&31l l l l I&, HI 2 1, P 2 1, are 
replaced by the productions 
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and 
where A’ is a new nogterminal; and where 
(ii) a production of the form A + Ba, is replaced by the productions 
A -+&I l l l [&CR, 
such that B -*pJ l e l Jp,, p 2 1, are all productions with the left-hand side B, 
‘I’hus when the algorithm is applied to the grammar G; = (IV*, C u PI, Pi, §‘I) 
obtained from a proper grammar G1 = (Nr, E, P1, S,)’ as defined above, the result- 
ing grammar Gz cannot have any production the right-hand side of which begins 
with a symbol in P’,. Hence the final modification for yielding the covering grammar 
6; defined above cannot affect the non-left-rtzursiveness of the grammar, and we 
have, because of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. Every proper left-recursive grammar can be both right covered and 
left-to-right covered by a non -left-recursive grammar. 
4. Properties of a grammatical trsnsformation 
In this section we give in a slightly different form the grammatical transformation 
originally defined in [7]. Then we show that the grammar produced from any 
proper grammar by this transformation cannot be left-recursive, and that it left-to- 
right covers the given grammar. In addition, the transformed grammar cannot have 
two distinct productions of the form A + a& and A + Q&, where cy differs from the 
empty string E. A grammar with this property is said to be left-factored. 
Although the transformation can be defined for all grammars [6, ‘?I, we give it 
here for simplicity only for E -free grammars. Let G = (N, C, P, S) bra an E -free 
grammar and let G’ = (N’, X’, P’, S’) where N’ = N u {S’), C’ = C u {I ), S’ and I 
are not members of N &Z, and P’ = P u {S’+ IS}; G’ is called the atigmented 
grammar for G. Then we define the transformed grammar for G as the gram.nar 
T(G)= (T(N), C, T(P), [S’, 11) where the sets r(N) -rnd T(P) have been eon- 
strutted as follows (the set T(N) consists of all symbols of the form [A, a] wlkzh 
appear in the productions): 
For each production 
in P’ the set T(P) contains 
(i) the production 
[A, Xl l l l X+a[A,Xl . l l &a] 
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for each i, 16 i < n, and for each a in C 6juch that Xi+1 a* ~cp for some cp in 
(Iv uE)*; 
(ii) the production 
[AXI l 9 l XiY] + [B, Y][A, X1 l l l XiB] 
for each i, 1 G i <n, and for each B in N and Y in IV LJG such that 
Xi+l+*Bq+_YCYpforsomeg anda, in(NuZ)*; 
(iii) the production 
We now illustrate the given transformation technique. 
Example 4.1. Consider the grammar with productions 
S+Aa,A+Sb,A+Ab,A+b 
where both S and A are left-recursive. The corresponding transformed grammar 
has the productions 
[S’, _L]+b[S’, Lb] [S,Aa]-,E 
[S’, L 4 + [A, b,l[S’, J- A 1 [A, S]+b[A Sb) 
[S’, I A] + [S, A][S’, I S] [A, Sb]+e 
[s’, IA]+[A,A][S’, IA] IAAl+bfAAbl 
[S’, IS] + [A, S][S’, _t. A] [A, Ab] + e . 
IS ‘, IS]-+& 
[S,A]+a[S,.4a] 
[A, b] -+ E 
This grammar is not left-recursive and it is left-factored. The homomorphism, 
denoted hT, with respect to which this grammar left-to-right covers the given 
grammar is defined by hT([B, cu] 3 E) E= B +a! for each [B,+E where [B,cu)it 
[S’. IS], and by hT([B, a] + 7)” E otherwise. It is noteworthy that-without 
affecting the desired properties- the transformed grammar can always be short- 
ened by eliminating those nonterminals [B, a] which appear on the left-hand side 
of only one prr duction, provided that this production is not of the form [B, ar] -+ 8. 
Using this substitution technique, four productions will be eliminated from the 
transformed grammar of this example (the nonterminals [S’, 1 b], [S, A], [A, S], 
[A, A] will be replaced by their right-hand sides). 
We first show that the given transformation technique will eliminate left recur- 
sion from any proper context-free grammar. The following lemma is essential. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G = (N, 2, P, S) be on E-free grammar and ,!et T(G) be the%ans- 
formed grammar for G. The grammar T(G) hn.o rz left-recursive nonterminal 
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[~,XCYY]whereXandYar~7inNu~andcuisin(Nu~j*ifandoniyifthereisinGa 
derr va tier t
Y=$‘Y, 
i.e. G is not proper. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that there is in G a derivation 
Y*+Z (1) 
if and only if there is in T(G) a derivation 
[A, XaZl*+[A, XCYY)T (2) 
for some A. X, a and 7. The lemma follows by substituting Y for 2. 
The proof is by induction on the length of derivat&n (1 j, as well as on the length 
of derivation (2). First, if Y*Z in G, then by the construction of T(G) there must 
exist in 7’(G) productions [Y, Z] -+ g and [A, Xcd j + [Y, Z][A, XaY] for some A, 
X and a. Note that the existence of the nonterminal [A, X&Y] and thus the 
existence of the nonterminal [A, XaZ] follows from the fact that we assume 
grammars and thus G to be reduced. Hence [A, XaZ)++[A, XaYr], as desired. 
On the other hand, there is no derivation (2) of length 1. To start the in&&ion we 
thus consider a derivation (2) of length 2, which must be of the form 
[A, XaZ]‘[ Y, Z][A, Xa Y]+ [A, x&Y]. 
Since [Y, Z]+E in this derktion, we conclude by the construction of T(G) that 
Y +Z in G, as desired. 
Assume now that a derivation (1) implies a derivation (2) whenever the length of 
_- derivation (1) is less than or equal to n, n 3 I. Consider the case in which the length 
of derivation (1) is equal to n + 1. Then derivation (1) can be written in the form 
Applying the induction hypothesis to the derivaticin -t;; =$Z’ we conclude that 
there is in T(G) a derivation 
[A, .XaZ”j=J” [A, xay]? 
for some k, X. Q’ and 7. Since Z’=+Z, we may further conclude that 
[J-I, XaZ]+[Z’, Z][A, Xd’]+[A, YCYZ’J, and hence we have in T(G) a cieriva- 
tion 
[A, XaZ]=++ [A, Xc Y]T, 
x 
as desired. 
In tire second place, assume that bt derivation (2) implies a derivation (I) 
wknever the length of derivation (2) is less thau or equal to n, n 3 2. A derivation 
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(2 j of length n + 1 can be written either in the form 
or else in the form 
(Note that [Z’, Z] must directly derive E, since otherwise it would gene. xe a 
leading terminal.) In the former case the induction hypothesis immediately iml>fies 
that there is in G a derivation Y ‘“2, as desired. Since [Z’, Z]=% in the latter 
case, we conclude by the constlxxtion of T(G) that Z’+Z in G. Moreover, the 
induction hypothesis implies that Y =$‘Z’ so that we have in G a derivation 
Y 5’2, as desired. 
By construction, each nonterminal of the transformed grammar of the form 
[A, X] appears on the left-hand side of only those productions which are of the 
form [A, Xj+a[A_ Xa) or [A, X] + E. Thus no nonterminal [A, Xj can be left- 
recursive, and we obtain by Lemma 4 2 the first part of the following theorem. The 
!atter part of the thecrem comes directly from the observation that no nonterminal 
[A, a] of the transformed grammar can have two distinct productions of the form 
[A,~!]-+T~~ and[A,a]+q2,where 72~. 
Theorem 4.3. If G is a proper grammar, then the tmnsfomed grammar T(G) is not 
le$f -recmive. In addition, the transformed grant mur T (G .) 5 always left-factored. 
It remains for us ta show that the transformed grammar left-to-right covers the 
original grammar. In ihe following, G = (N, Z, f, S) is a proper grammar, (3’ is its 
augmented grammar, and T(G) is the transformed grammar for G. We first define 
a homomorphism hT from F(r”j in P, whi-’ ;*I T(P) is the set of productions of T(G), 
by the conditions hr([A, cu) + 6) = A -3 cy for each [A, cu] + 6 where [A, al f 
[S’. ISI, and hT([A, a] --, y)= E otherwise. (RecaH that the a&%-hand side of a 
production cf T(G) is E if and only if the left-hand side of this producti!Jn is of the 
form [A, Q ] such that A --p CY is a production of G’.) The following lemma implies 
that 7”(G) N-to-right covers f3 with lespeci to the homomor~~hism ham 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the kngth of the right parse ?r, as well 
as on the length of the Icft parsc WT. First, if irrl- 0, then Xi. J 9 l l ‘i& = yx, w&h 
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means that Xi+* l l l X4 are all terminals and we have in T(G) productions 
[A,X,gm* Xi] + Xi+JA, XI l l l X$j+l] for j = i + 1, . . . , q - 1. Hence there is a left 
parse WT of x[A, X1 l l l XJ = Xi+2 l l 9 Xq[A, X1 9 l l X,] from [A, X1 * l l XiY ] 
such that h&rT)= w. On the other hand, if I~TI = 0 then X.1 l 0 0 XiY =X1 l - l X4 
and x = 8 so that 7~ = E is a right parse of Yx to Xi+I = Xq such that hT(rT) = P. 
Assume now that for each production A 3x1 l l e Xq of C’, q 3 2, and for each i, 
i=l , . . . , q - 1, a right parse v of a string Yx to Xi+1 * l . Xq implies a left parse 71~ 
ofx[A,X1... X,] from [A, XI l 9 9 XiY ] such that /ZT(WT) = w., provided that the 
length of R is less than or equal to a, rz a 0. Then let :he len& of a right parse r of 
y/,i: t0 Xi+1 l - . Xq for some Yx and Ai+1 l l l X* such that there is a production 
A+&*** Xq of G’, be equal to n + 1. This right parse = can be of two different 
forms. 
Case 1: The right parse R is of the form R’(B, YoY)?T” such that 
and 7~’ is a right parse of xr to CY and IT” is a right parse of Bx2 to Xitx l l t X4* 
Now, applying ihe induction hypothesis to the right parses V’ and 7~” (in the case 
1 Yar I= 1 the induction hvpothesis cannot be applies-I to R” but the desired result is 
trivial since in this case -jp’( = 0), we obtain in T(G) a left parse 3 $- of .ul[B, Ycy ] 
from [B, Y 1 and a kit parse &of xz[A, X1 l 9 l XJ from [A, X1 l l * XB] such that 
h&r+)= d and .JQ(&)= P”. On the other hand, derivation (3) implies that T(G) 
must have the production 
denoted by p, and thtis there is a left parse nT = p&([B, Y~z], F)+ of 
x~x2[&"1 l l 0 &] from [A” X1 l l l XiY 1. But this is the desire:j left 
;*arse, since xix2 =x and h+T)== h&m;([B, Ya], i+rr;)= 
n&)hrtv+jhr(([B, Yn], c))h++)= &d(B, YcY)R”= m. 
Case 2. Another possbility is that Yx = Xi+, l . . Xi_I u &y, q aj > i - 1, and the 
right parse 7r Of YX to Xi+ 1 l l l Xq is ak a right parse of by to Xi l l . X4. To this 
interpretation of a~ we’ can apply Case 1, and we have in T(G) a left parse &of 
$4.x, ’ ’ l Xq] frorry rk& Xl - l + X&+1 such that h&r+)= 7~. On the other hand, 
:;ince &2, . . . , &+ and b are lt;r~r*kik. x ~lr&.lde thqt there is in T(G) a left 
parse rt of Xi+2 l * * Xj-jb[A, X1 l l l ,f”‘-lb) T~UIII E44, Xl * * l Xi+lJ -SU& that 
h&r+)= Q. Sirnce Xi+,7 l l l .,&by =x and &+I = Y, we thus conclude that ?r;rTT = 
7+&-k the desired hii: parse of _.[A, X1 l 9 l X.] from [A, Xl * l . XJ]. 
&sume in the second p?ax that for each production A + Xl l . l Xq of S’, q 2 2, 
andforcoachi,i=l,..., q - 1, a left parse VT of a string .x[k%, .($rl l l ’ &] froln a 
nanterminal [,4, XI . 0 * &Y 1 implies a right parse T of Yx to Xi+1 - * * Xq such that 
h&r*) = n; provided that the length of ?TT Ss less than or equal to n, z Z= 0. Th.:n let 
the length of a left parse wT of x[14, X1 _ ’ ’ xq]I from [A. X1 ’ ” ’ x8 Y ] for s’sme x7 
pee +X1 * l - XI and Xl l l . _&Y, i < q, be eqQ.8al to PS -t 1. Pa order to show tkt there 
I 
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is a respective right parse ?r of Yx to Xi+, l * l &. we have to consider two cases 
depending on hvzu the left parse S--T begin%. 
C’a&? 1, lkhe first production of ‘zT is [,A, x1 ’ - l Xi Y] + [B, Y ][A, Xr ’ l ’ X$?j 
for some nonterminal I3 of G. First observe that it follows easily from the con- 
struction of a(G) that any derivation [Ei, Y I=$* x where x is a terminal string must 
be of the form [B, Y ]+*x[E& YQ ]+x for SkIme production I? + Yat of G. Hence 
the left parse ?rT must in this case be of the form 
such that 
and &- is a left parse of xr[B, Ya] from (B, Y] and IT+ is a left parse of 
xz[A, XI l l l x(,-J from [A, X1 l l l XiB). Then, applying the induction hypothesis to 
the left parses v + and W+ (in the case 1 Ya! I= 1 the induction hypothesis c-annot be 
applied to ?r$ but the desired result is obtained trivially since in this case Jo 4 = O), 
we obtain in G’ a right parse W’ of x1 to cy and a right parse w” of &:! to 
X* r+l ’ l 9 Xl such that $= h&r;) and IV= hr(~+). But since I3* YO is a pro- 
duction of G we thus have a right parse w = I’(& Ycy)~” of Yxrxz = Yx to 
X* 1+1 l ’ l Xl such that w = h+rT), as desired. 
Case 2. The first production of -T is [A, Xl l 8 l XiY]-* a[A, X1 l l 8 XiYa] for 
!;ome terminal a. In this case Y = Xi+, and 7rr is of the form 
such that 
and IT+ is a left parse of y[A, XI 9 9 l Xq] from [A, X1 l l l Xi+la]. Applying the 
induction hypothesis to the left parse n+-, we concl,ude that there is in G” a right 
parse 7~’ of ay to Xi+2 l l 9 Xq such that W’ = h&r;*). Since Y = Xi+-, and x = a!‘, the 
right parse ?r = r’ is a right parse of Yx to Xi-+, 1 9 l Xq such that w = hr(&)= 
hT(n-T), as desired. 
By the above lemma we obtain 
Theorem 4.5. 7’here is in G a right parse w of a tmmirtal string x to the start symbol S 
if and only if tkere is in T(G) a left parse wT of x from the start symbol [S’, I ). such 
that h&rr) = nTT. 
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Proof. By Ledlrma 4.4, if there is in G a right parse w of a terminal string x = ay to 
S, then tlhere is in T(G) a left parse rri- of y[S’, ~233 from [S’, ‘.a] such that 
h:-(n+n. But by the construction of T(G), ES’, i]+~fS', _~a], so that the 
seqoc xe 7r~ = ([S’, I], c([S’, la])&@‘, IS], ~)is a left parse of ay from [S’, _L]. 
Wxeuver, since h&rr)= 14; we conclude that VT is the desired left parse. 
Comwsely, if there is in. T(G) a left parse WT of a terminal striag x = ay from 
[S’, a I9 then this left parse must be of the form ([S’, -I- ], u [S’, _L ~]in;([S’, _!, S], e ), 
where W+ is a left parse of y[S’, ~3’) from [S’, la]. (Recall that in T(Gj every 
derivation [B, Y]**x is of the form [B, Y]**x[B, Kx]=+x where B + 2% is a 
producrtion of G’, which implies that the last product&\ of WT must be S’+ 1_ S.) 
Now, r-;pplying Lemma 4.4 we conclude that there is in G a right parse v of ay to S 
such that w = h&r& as desired. 
4.6. T”rre tfansfowaed grammar T(G) k$-to-right covers the given grmn -
mar ii?. 
Finally we note that this corollary can be demonstrated to be true even if the 
given grammar is not proper, but the c.fimination of left recursion is guaranteed 
only when the given grammar is proper. 
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